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THE CONCEPT OF PROMINENCE 
 
Public Service Media (PSM) play a fundamental role in 
democratic societies by providing a means to inform 
citizens, shape public opinion and provide a window 
to the world around us. 

PSM is an important and valuable part of Irish life. As 
Irish national PSMs, content from RTÉ and TG4 reflects 
Irish culture, promotes the Irish language, supports 
our creative industries, and contributes to a healthy 
democratic society. 

RTÉ and TG4 have traditionally been afforded 
prominence by appearing as the first channels when a 
viewer selects what to watch on television. This makes 
them easy to find - a concept known as prominence, 
and often referred to as ‘findability’. When PSM 
content is easy to find, this helps to ensure that 
publicly-funded content has the opportunity to reach 
Irish audiences and that it is universally available and 
accessible to all. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF IRISH PSM PROMINENCE   

The European Broadcasting Union (EBU) sets-out 
clear reasons why European PSM needs prominence 
rules. These are presented in detail in Appendix 1 
and include, among others: promoting freedom 
of expression, diversity of opinions and the right 
to information; and promoting varied and quality 
content for all audiences.

There are in addition, specific cultural and linguistic 
reasons which make the case for PSM prominence 
even more compelling in Ireland.

The Irish media market sits between the two most 
powerful producers of audiovisual content in the 
world - the US and UK. It also sits within the English 
language ‘cultural bubble’ which is driven by these 
two major media markets.  Unless Irish media is 
supported and given due prominence, it will lose 
relevance, particularly for younger Irish audiences who 
are growing up in a global media environment.

The case for prominence for Irish language media is 
of crucial importance. Although a national language, 
Irish functions as a minority language. Its habitual-
speaking community continually face the danger of 
language shift and diminution.  Irish language media 
has very little market power and, unlike Ireland’s 
English language media, exerts very little influence on 
commercial content platforms.

PSM prominence sends a clear signal regarding the 
role and relevance of PSM and that Ireland believes 
in its value. Without prominence, the public value-for-
money of Irish PSM is at risk. It also runs contrary to 
the principle that PSM content should be universally 
available and accessible to all.

Research carried out by RTÉ and TG4  also shows that 
while the behaviours of Irish audiences have changed, 
Irish audiences continue to expect PSM content to be 
prominent.
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IRELAND’S PSM PROMINENCE ISSUES
  
• Changes in media distribution mean television 
platforms and other content distributors have a 
strong influence on the visibility and findability of 
content, and therefore how audiences access it. This 
risks marginalising PSM content. 

• Ireland’s current legislation (the Broadcasting Act 
2009) does not adequately support PSM prominence 
and there is an urgent need to address this through 
primary legislation. There is an opportunity to reform 
Ireland’s prominence regulatory regime via the Online 
Safety and Media Regulation Bill2, which will transpose 
the EU’s Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMSD)

Marginalisation of PSM Content 

How we watch content and how we find or choose 
what to watch, has changed significantly over the 
years. TV listings magazines have evolved into an 
electronic programme guide (EPG) where RTÉ and 
TG4 would show as among the first four channels. 
Today, many viewers have smart TVs, set-top-boxes, 
streaming sticks, and even all three. Content is viewed 
on televisions and other devices such as tablets and 
smart phones. Viewers can choose to watch scheduled 
channels (linear television) or can catch- up later via 
Player services. Viewers can also watch on-demand 
services such Netflix or Amazon Prime which offer 
significant catalogues of television content.

Increasingly how audiences find content now depends 
on the device (e.g. tablet, TV or smart phone) and 
service they use. For many years the EPG has been 
the primary user-interface and PSMs were granted 
prominence at the top of the EPG (101) to ensure 
they were easily discoverable. Today, advanced user 
interfaces have replaced the EPG, which can now be 
a number of clicks away when a viewer turns on their 
television. Increasingly global technology and media 
companies choose what appears on the first screen or 
primary user interface. This is where audiences choose 
to access and watch content they wish to enjoy. There 
are no prominence requirements and there is a risk of 
PSM getting lost. Screenshots illustrating prominence 
on various user interfaces are provided in Appendix 3.

Television platforms and other content distributors 
affect the access, visibility and findability of content 
by determining the positioning of home screens or 
search and recommendation options. In particular, 
where they are vertically integrated,1 distribution 
platforms have a clear incentive to draw audiences 
to content that suits their own commercial interests. 
Some commercial media organisations may also pay 
for prominence. This risks marginalising PSM content.  
When PSM content is difficult to find, or is several 
clicks away, it reduces the chances of being watched. 
This puts public value-for-money of Irish PSM at risk 

1 Where the platform operators are also content providers e.g. Sky 
and Virgin Media  

and runs contrary to the principle that PSM content 
should be universally available and accessible to all.
Current Legislation does not support PSM Prominence 

The Broadcasting Act 2009 provides for PSM 
prominence on linear EPGs (and only on those limited 
platforms regulated in Ireland). The prominence 
regulatory regime needs to be urgently reviewed 
and extended to non-linear/on-demand platforms 
to ensure prominence of PSM content on all major 
viewing platforms. There is an opportunity to remedy 
this via the Online Safety and Media Regulation Bill 2 
(“the Bill”), which will transpose the EU’s Audiovisual 
Media Services Directive (AVMSD). The AVMSD includes 
all audiovisual media, both traditional TV broadcasts 
and on-demand services, and sets-out measures to 
introduce greater EU-wide coordination of approach, 
including on prominence.3

This new Bill can legislate for prominence, ensuring 
that PSM content is easy to find on the first user 
interface where viewers choose what to watch. It will 
over-write aspects of the current, outdated legislation 
which focuses only on linear broadcast channels.
 
The principle of prominence is already enshrined in 
the Broadcasting Act 2009 and the transposition 
of the AVMSD provides the opportunity to update, 
strengthen and future-proof the Irish legislative and 
regulatory framework to support this principle and 
secure PSM prominence.

As part of the new Bill, a new Media Commission will 
be established and will replace the Broadcasting 
Authority of Ireland. The new Online Safety and Media 
Regulation Bill should set out a role for the new Media 
Commission to regulate and enforce prominence in 
the Irish market.

2 https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/communications/legislation/
Pages/General-Scheme-Online-Safety-Media-Regulation.aspx
3 Article 7a – Members may take measures to ensure the appropri-
ate prominence of audiovisual media services of general interest
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EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENTS 

There has been significant work undertaken by 
Governments, regulators and industry stakeholders 
across Europe on this area. Plans to better legislate 
for prominence in the UK and Germany are at 
advanced stages. Ireland can draw on these European 
developments and thinking. 

In the UK, Ofcom made a recommendation in July 
2019 for the Government to introduce new legislation 
to protect prominence and support the sustainability 
of Public Service Broadcasting for the future. This 
followed from the Digital Economy Act in 2017 
which required Ofcom to report on how prominence 
can be guaranteed in the context of greater on-
demand viewing. Ofcom recommends a principle-
based flexible framework to ensure PSM content and 
services are easily discoverable as technology and 
audience viewing habits change.4 As we understand 
it, OFCOM is continuing to engage with industry and 
broadcasters on new draft legislation.

In Germany, new legislation has been drafted to 
safeguard the prominence of PSM and public interest 
content. Implementation of the new Inter-State 
Media Treaty is expected by the end of 2020. This 
legislation will require providers of a content user 
interface to ensure PSM content and services, both 
linear and on-demand, are easy to find. The German 
legislation extends to radio and includes voice-
activated technologies.

A summary of the UK and German approach to 
prominence is outlined in Appendix 2.
 
At a broader European level, the European 
Broadcasting Union (EBU) ‘call on national policy-
makers to establish modern rules to keep public 
value content prominent and easy to find’. RTÉ and 
TG4 jointly echo this, calling on the Irish Government 
to take this opportunity of AVMSD transposition to 
ensure on-going due prominence for Irish public 
service media content.  

4 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/cate-
gory-1/epg-code-prominence-regime
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WHAT ARE TG4 AND RTÉ CALLING FOR ON 
PROMINENCE?  

In order to protect the value of public service media 
(PSM), TG4 and RTÉ strongly  urge the Irish Government 
to legislate for prominence via the Online Safety and 
Media Regulation Bill.

We urge a principle-based approach to this legislation, 
which is appropriate for this complex and evolving 
area.  

PSM content and services should be easy to find on 
the primary-level of any relevant user interface.  
 
• This should apply to both linear and non-linear 
content and services, as well as in other areas such as 
recommendations and search results, including those 
triggered by voice-activation.  In the view of RTÉ and 
TG4, the primary addressees of this legislation should 
be television platforms and content gateways, and 
other growing content distribution mechanisms (e.g. 
social media) should fall under relevant requirements 
as consumption grows.
The definition of television platforms and content 
gateways can be found in Appendix 1.

Transparency is essential. 

• While prominence requirements should not deter 
innovation or audience choice, platforms and services 
that are required to afford PSM prominence should be 
transparent in how and why they provide content and 
services to their audiences. This means a requirement 
to clearly and explicitly document how their 
prominence obligations are being met via their user 
interface, search and recommendations functions.

The new Online Safety and Media Regulation Bill 
should set-out a role for the new Media Commission 
to regulate prominence. This legislation should require 
the new Media Commission to develop enforceable 
prominence codes (within a specified time-frame) that 
take account of the principles and requirements above. 
Given the pace of change in content distribution, the 
Media Commission should have powers to review and 
update their prominence codes. Importantly, the new 
Bill should close out on existing jurisdictional anomalies 
so that the new Media Commission fully regulate 
and enforce prominence requirements among those 
distributing content and services within Ireland.
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CONCLUSION 

Irish audiences value PSM content and believe it is important that it should be easily found. Ireland’s PSMs 
are facing increasing challenges in securing prominence for their content and services. There is no legislative 
support, and commercial bargaining power is weakening for RTÉ and is even more acute for TG4. 

Irish PSM content will be of little value if audiences cannot find it. RTÉ and TG4 therefore call on the Irish
Government to legislate for prominence via the new Online Safety and Media Regulation Bill. 

A principles-based approach is appropriate for this complex and evolving area and the new Media Commission 
should be given the powers to regulate and enforce prominence requirements as necessary.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Further Detail on the Rationale for Prominence Rules 

If a society has Public Service Media, its content should be easy to find

Public service media (PSM) is an important and valuable part of Irish life. Content from RTÉ and TG4 reflects Irish culture, 
promotes the Irish language, supports our creative industries, and contributes to a healthy democratic society. The European 
Broadcasgin Union (EBU) set following reasons for why European PSM need prominence rules:

• to serve general interest objectives

• to contribute to the well-functioning of our societies

• to promote freedom of expression, diversity of opinions and the right to information

• to promote varied and quality content for all audiences

• to allow citizens to discover content they fund (e.g. through license fee)

• to remedy disinformation (trusted sources of News information)

• to level the playing field

• to prevent purely commercial considerations from determining access and visibility of general interest content on gate- 
kept platforms

All of the reasons above apply to Ireland however there are specific cultural and linguistic reasons which make the case for 
PSM prominence even more compelling domestically. Ireland sits between the two most powerful producers of audiovisual 
content on the globe, the US and the UK.  Ireland sits fully within the English language ‘cultural bubble’, driven by the US 
and the UK.  Irish media, unless it is supported, fostered and given due prominence will lose relevance, especially among 
younger Irish audiences who are growing up in this global media environment.

The case for prominence for Irish language media is of crucial importance. Although a national language, Irish functions 
as a minority language, its habitual-speaking community continually facing the danger of language shift and diminution.  
Irish language media has very little market power and, unlike Ireland’s English language media, exerts very little influence 
on commercial platforms.

Prominence sends a clear signal on the role and relevance of PSM, that Ireland believes its value. Without prominence the 
optimal return for publicly funded is reduced and this is a barrier to the public service principle that PSM content should be 
universally available and accessible to all.  
 
Audience behaviour has changed, however the public expect prominence for PSM

Research carried out by RTÉ tracked the changing ways in which people choose what to watch over period 2015 to 2020.5  
The findings illustrate how navigating viewing choices has shifted.

Scanning through the EPG, where PSM traditionally has prominence, has dropped markedly in importance, slipping down 
the rankings from the number one way in which people chose what to watch in 2015, to fourth place in 2020. Flicking 
through channels has been the number one choice-method over the last two survey periods. This can point to some 
continued dependence on EPG positions, however offerings on many current primary user interfaces the channel line-up 
typically bears little relationship to EPG positions.

The rapid rise of Netflix and other services that also have huge content budgets like Disney+ or Amazon is also notable, 
itself a major strategic challenge for PSM. Illustrating the significance of personal choice, appointment to view has been the 
second most popular way viewing choices are made in the last two surveys.

While still quite far down the rankings, recommendations are making a impact: a new choice-option added to the 2020 
research survey. Recommendations have the potential to grow in importance and there are no built-in prominence 
requirements and little or no transparency on the supporting proprietary algorithms. Behaviours that were commonplace 
only five years ago, like checking TV listings or watching pre-recorded programmes, have quickly become outdated.   

5 Source: Navigating TV Choices & Prominence Preferences, RTÉ Audience Reaction Panel, Gfk, 2015 and 2018, and TRP in 2020.  
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Table: Navigating TV Choices - In Order of Importance

Audiences expect PSM to be easy to find

RTÉ and TG4 conducted further research,6 with both the wider population and among Irish language speakers, to better 
understand audience opinions on the findability of PSM. The findings highlight not only the importance placed on the 
crucial role PSM content plays for Ireland, but also the principle that it should be easy to find.

Seven in 10 (68%) adults believe it is important that programmes and content from Public Service Broadcasters is easy 
to find, rising to eight in 10 among Irish speakers.  Audiences also expect PSM channels to be listed at the start of an 
on-screen guide, stating that Irish Channels should be listed before international channels, and channels with public 
broadcasting values deserve priority. The research shows that the public believe PSM prominence is also important within 
recommendations, including voice recommendations. 

Audience comments:

 “I think they are the channels that we depend on to keep us informed on local and national issues everyday. They should 
be first point of contact when we tune in.” Male, aged 45-64, Munster

 “More important to have Irish Public Service stations and Irish independent stations on the first screen to keep Ireland 
informed on issues of public importance” Male, aged 30-44, Conn/Uls

For audiences, new devices and services offer different ways to access and discover content and to benefit from a more 
personal and relevant viewing experience. Without prominence however PSM becomes less visible and the serendipity 
associated with audiences accessing diverse PSM content is drastically reduced. This can have a negative impact on social 
discourse, creating a ‘filter bubble effect’7 by only promoting content that they have an existing interest in. EBU studies 
have demonstrated that there strong links between well-funded PSM and healthy democratic societies.8

6 Source: Prominence Preferences Survey RTÉ via TRP panel July 2020, and TG4 via Fios Físe panel September 2020
7 The Filter Bubble: What the Internet is Hiding From You” Eli Pariser, (Penguin Press, 2011
8 https://www.ebu.ch/news/2019/09/public-service-media-critical-to-healthy-democracies
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LEGISLATION IS SIGNIFICANTLY OUT-OF-STEP WITH TODAY’S MEDIA LANDSCAPE

Prominence challenges for PSM distribution

Today’s content distribution landscape can be broadly split into four, sometimes overlapping categories:

• Television platforms such as Sky and Virgin Media 

• Content gateways such as connected devices like Smart TVs and their associated user interfaces 

• Video on-demand services such as RTÉ / TG4 Player or Netflix-type services  

• Online services such as search engines and social media companies Facebook

Of these, television platforms and content gateways present the most immediate prominence challenges and concerns for 
both TG4 and RTÉ.  

Over seven in ten television households (72% or 1,209,000 homes)9 pay for a television subscription service e.g. such as Sky, 
Virgin, Vodafone, eir and others. PSM prominence on television platforms is not supported by the current legislation and 
is achieved through commercial negotiation and bartering on products. The EPGs offered by Sky or Virgin Media do not 
currently fall within the scope of Irish regulation. Below is a brief overview of the challenges faced.   

• SKY is the largest television platform in Ireland, available in 664,000 or 40% of television homes in Ireland. While RTÉ and 
TG4 have prominence on SKY’s EPG, the EPG has shifted further back from first-screen or UI. As recently as July 2020, Sky 
changed their primary user interface and removed the ‘Live box’ option for television channels, further focusing users on 
SKY’s selection of recommended titles and ‘top picks’. While RTÉ Player is the first on-demand service on SKY’s catch-up 
user interface, this was the result of commercial negotiation. There is no formal PSM prominence requirement and there are 
also jurisdictional issues, as SKY is primarily UK-based.

• Virgin Media is the second largest television platform, available in 271,000 or 16% of television homes in Ireland. RTÉ 
and TG4 traditionally have prominence on this EPG, however Virgin have changed how the EPG operates essentially 
circumventing this. Historically the EPG started at 101 and moved upwards through the channel listings from there. Virgin 
has created a promotional own-brand channel at number 100. Similarly, if a Virgin viewer watching Netflix, when they click 
back to linear television, it defaults back to the Virgin Media 1 channel, undermining the PSMs’ EPG prominence. For their 
new set-top-box, Virgin has made prominence deals with global giants, meaning bargaining power is moving further away 
from PSM. Given RTÉ’s audience share it has some level of negotiating strength albeit it has weakened, however TG4’s 
bargaining power is minimal.

In Ireland and globally, there has been a significant increase in number video on-demand services available directly to 
consumers over the internet. Some of these services are free to users, such as the RTÉ Player, or as pay subscription video 
on-demand services such as Netflix, Amazon Prime or Disney +. These on-demand services often come as pre-loaded 
applications (apps) on the primary user interface on connected devices such as Smart TVs and connected sticks. These 
content gateways provide audiences the opportunity to bypass television platforms. These are rapidly evolving environments 
where there are no supporting regulatory supports to ensure PSM content or services are easily discoverable, and where 
there are no EPG channel listings.9

• Over half of Irish television homes (53% or 887,000) have a smart TV, 9% (157,000) have a Google Chromecast, 2% (37,000) 
have an Amazon Fire Stick, and Apple TV is available in 2% of television homes (44,000).11 Content and services presented 
or recommended to the user are based on commercial deals between the video on-demand service and the manufacturer.  
At present, short-term agreements with Apple TV and Samsung’s smart TVs ensure that RTÉ Player is easily discoverable for 
Irish audiences. These prominence commitments have been achieved through commercial negotiation. TG4 is not available 
on these services.

• There is a growing trend of ‘cord-cutting’ where viewers cancel their traditional pay TV subscriptions in favour of a selection 
of video on-demand and free services via their connected device. In the absence of any regulatory guidelines or backstop, 
if this trend emerges in Ireland, it will cause further ‘findability’ challenges for PSMs.

Social media platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter, reach significant audiences and increasingly influence social 
discourse and are where many younger people access news. Today, PSMs leverage these online services to promote content 
and engage with audiences. These services do not grant any prominence to PSM content are self-moderated, with limited 
regulatory oversight. Search engines such as Google and Bing typically provide results based on what it deems most relevant 
to the user, thereby not promoting diversity or plurality.

9 Source: Nielsen Establishment Survey Data Effective Jul-Dec 2020. All reception type data is from this source. 
10 Cord Cutting is a growing trend in the US and is evident in Northern Europe  - https://rm.coe.int/yearbook-keytrends-2019-2020-
en/16809ce58d
11 Eir have adopted the Apple Tv box as their core set top box for their television customer proposition.
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What are the risks for PSMs in the absence of prominence supports?

The emerging trend where commercial content suppliers pay platforms for the most prominent position a risk . When the 
platform operators are also content providers (known as vertical integration e.g. Sky and Virgin Media) there are also self-
selection risks where platforms actively promote their own content. In all of these areas there is a lack of transparency as to 
how prominence is granted. A recent report by Ofcom12 confirms these dynamics and underscores the challenges for PSM. 

Connected TV gateways: review of market dynamics:
 
• The balance of power is shifting in favour of large, global players…this has already led to observable declines in the 
bargaining power of domestic content providers.

• The home screen remains an important piece of real estate, and is area of specific bargaining between content providers 
and gateways. 

Evidence that the PSBs are now facing headwinds in securing prominence and access on several devices/platforms is 
multiplying… prominence is a revenue source and the price is increasingly set by the global market.

APPENDIX 2: DEVELOPMENTS FROM EUROPE AND OTHER PSMS

AMVS provides the vehicle and momentum for reform

The required implementation of the AVMS Directive presents an immediate opportunity to introduce a fit-for-purpose 
prominence regime for RTÉ, TG4 and relevant commercial broadcaster’s linear and non-linear services. The provisions of 
AVMS as well as pending reforms to the European Electronic Communications Code (EECE) will introduce a more up-to-
date regulatory toolkit for member states.  The key objectives in implementing the EECE are to ensure fair competition, 
media pluralism and cultural diversity. 

Ireland can draw on European developments and thinking, where significant work has been conducted across Governments, 
regulators and industry stakeholders.

The European Regulators Group for Audiovisual Media Services (ERGA) are also exchanging best-practices regarding 
appropriate prominence of audiovisual media services of general interest to facilitate the thinking in Member States.

UK and Germany have developed a template for change

The UK and Germany are leading the way on prominence, progressing towards modernized and fit-for-purpose regulation 
and legislation in line with the scope of the AVMSD framework.

Ofcom made a recommendation in July 2019 for the UK Government to introduce necessary new legislation to protect 
prominence and support the sustainability of PSB for the future. This followed from the Digital Economy Act in 2017 which 
required, Ofcom to report on how prominence can be guaranteed in the context of greater on-demand viewing. 

Ofcom recommends a principle-based flexible framework to ensure PSM content and services are easily discoverable as 
technology and audience viewing habits change.13 As we understand it, OFCOM is continuing to engage with industry and 
broadcasters on new draft legislation. 

This builds on a solid foundation in the UK, where Ofcom have clear EPG codes that grant prominence to the UK’s public 
Service Broadcasters. This has ensured that public service channels are able to benefit from a reasonably high profile on 
the broadcast-platform EPGs.

In Germany, new legislation has been drafted to safeguard the prominence of Public Service Media and public interest 
content. Implementation of the new Inter-State Media Treaty is expected by the end of 2020. This legislation will require 
providers of a content user interface to ensure PSM content and services, both linear and on-demand, is easy to find. The 
German legislation extends to radio and includes voice-activated technologies.

A summary of the UK and German approach to prominence is provided below, as well as a more detailed overview of 
Ofcom’s findings a description of the German legislation.

 
12 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/201493/connected-gateways.pdf
13 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/category-1/epg-code-prominence-regime
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THE GERMAN AND UK PLANNED APPROACHES TO LEGISLATION FOR PROMINENCE OF PSM CONTENT  14

 

Key Recommendations from Ofcom Review of prominence of public service broadcasting

• New legislation is needed to keep PSB prominent and support the sustainability of the public service broadcasters (PSBs). 
A new framework of legislation and regulation would ensure that viewers can continue to find and access the PSBs’ linear 
and on-demand services, across a range of connected devices (smart TVs, set-top boxes and streaming sticks).

• These new rules should specify what PSB content is given prominence, and on what platforms. The framework should be 
flexible, so the new rules can quickly be adapted to changes in technology and viewer behaviour.

• The initial focus should be on connected TVs – which mean smart TVs, and those connected by a set-top box or streaming 
stick. These are currently the main ways that viewers select and watch TV online and on-demand. Other TV platforms and 
services may be subject to the prominence rules in the future, as technology and viewing habits change.

• Viewers should be able to find PSB content easily on the homepage of connected TVs. This would include both the PSBs’ 
traditional channels and their on-demand services (e.g. ‘players’). One practical approach could be to have a single PSB 
portal or ’tile’ through which all of the PSBs’ players are made available.

• On-demand services should only be given prominence if the service is clearly delivering PSB content. This should be based 
on the service meeting new requirements for a suitable range and amount of high-quality content made for UK viewers, as 
well as content in particular genres such as children’s, current affairs and factual.

• PSB content should also be given protected prominence within TV platforms’ recommendations and search results. 
Viewers are increasingly able to use TV platforms’ recommendations and search functions to find content, so new rules 
would ensure that they can still find a range of high-quality, UK content when selecting individual programmes directly. 

• The new framework should protect the prominence of PSB content that is made available without charge. As PSBs develop 
new and different routes to make content available to viewers (e.g. BritBox), it may be appropriate going forward for the 
framework to apply to a broader range of the PSBs’ services.

• There may need to be new obligations to ensure the continued availability of PSB on-demand content to viewers – 
equivalent to the existing “must offer” and “must carry” rules for PSBs’ traditional channels.

14 Source: EBU Prominence Presentation
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OVERVIEW OF GERMANYS LEGISLATION ON PROMINENCE 15

• In Germany, new legislation will include a provision ensuring find ability/prominence of general interest content. The 
new Medienstaatsvertrag (Inter-State Media Treaty negotiated between the German Länder) will replace the current 
Rundfunkstaatsvertrag (Interstate Broadcasting Treaty). The new law will enter into force after ratification by all German 
Länder parliaments, expected by September 2020. There are new rules for “media platforms” and “media intermediaries”. 
The term “media platform” requires an integrated offer collating broadcasting, broadcasting-like services, and/or online 
newspapers; it also applies to software-based applications/apps that primarily serve to provide access to such content.

• The MStV applies to media platforms and user interfaces “which are destined for use in Germany”. These criteria would 
be fulfilled if they direct their offer to users in Germany, notably by using the German language, or earn a significant part 
of their re-financing in Germany. The term “user interface” (UI) is defined as an interface that provides an overview of the 
offer of one or several such media platforms and directly allows for selection of services. It includes interfaces linked to user 
devices (e.g. connected TV sets). The term also covers UI that provide an overview of offerings or programmes that are not 
part of a media platform. By contrast, “media intermediaries” are providers that aggregate and make available content 
provided by third parties (without bundling them to an integrated offer). This term could cover, for example, search engines.

• The new prominence rule applies in relation to UI providers  In addition, the MStV provides for must carry rules (for radio 
and broadcasting services, in relation to, mainly, electronic communications network providers), access rules in relation to 
media platforms and the protection of content/signal integrity .  The new prominence rule in Art. 84 MStV contains three 
principles: (i) non-discrimination of similar services and content items, (ii) findability of general interest content as well as 
(iii) the protection of user autonomy.  The principle of non-discrimination implies that, in the absence of legitimate reasons, 
similar services and content items may not be discriminated against (i.e. must be treated in the same way) in relation to 
their order and presentation on UI.

• In short, findability of similar services and content items cannot be unreasonably restricted. It may be noted that the 
principle of nondiscrimination could cover not only entire services but also individual programme items like a feature-film. 
Permissible criteria for ordering similar services/content items on UI are, for example sorting in alphabetical order, by genres 
or reach. The MStV also requires that all offerings must be findable via a general search function.

• The MStV outlines a number of prominence requirements; differentiating between linear and non-linear services. As 
regards prominence of TV programmes on UI, the MStV requires that broadcast services must be directly reachable and 
easily findable on the first level of the UI (for example via a TV button/portal/tile). Within this TV portal/category, PSM’s 
programmes as well as commercial broadcasters’ programmes that contribute in a special way to the diversity of opinions 
and offerings must be “easy to find”. In Germany, the definition of broadcasting encompasses both, television services as 
well as radio services.

• With respect to the presentation of non-linear services on UI, the MStV stipulates that on demand services of 
PSM as well as those of commercial providers that contribute in a special way to the diversity of opinions and 
offerings must be easy to find.

•The independent media authorities of the Länder are tasked to select the programmes of commercial 
providers that qualify for prominence. These will be chosen for a period of three years and compiled in a list 
published online. The MStV sets out several qualifying criteria, such as the proportion in terms of the duration 
of reporting on news and current affairs and regional and local information, the relationship between own and 
commissioned productions, the share of offers for persons with functional limitations, the share of European 
works and the share of offers dedicated to young audiences.

• The MStV also protects the user autonomy by requiring providers of UI to allow users to easily and effectively 
(i.e. in a permanent manner) personalise or modify the order in which offerings and content are presented on 
a UI.  In Germany, the media authorities of the Länder are responsible for implementing the new prominence 
measures introduced in the MStV.
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Virgin 

RTÉ has the first two linear positions in the EPG at 101 and 102, adjacent to Virgin Media promotional channel information 
at 100. TG4 is at 104. Netflix is listed at the top of the user interface. 

SKY Q STB UI at Launch

New Home Screen Sky Q

Recently, Sky have refreshed their user interface and removed the ‘Live box’ in the left corner of the home scene further 
focusing users on the selection of recommended titles. ‘Todays Top Picks’ titles are selected through a mixture of Sky pro-
prietary algorithm and by a Sky editorial team based in the UK 

Appendix 3: PSM findability on television platforms and content gateways

SKY

SKY Q, SKY’s next generation set-top box launched in 2016. To locate the electronic programme guide (EPG) and any of 
the public service broadcasters (PSBs) video on-demand services, the user must scroll up to the top of the list ( just visible at 
the top of the Menu) the entire top-left quadrant of the screen is devoted to a single film demonstrating the willingness to 
dedicate Menu space to promotion. Due to the negative reaction of PBS’s in the UK, the interface was changed to make it 
easier to find the EPG..

Virgin Media Horizon EPG
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The on-demand environment opens with a ’FOR YOU’ page. Some RTÉ content, with player branding, is available within 
rails (‘soaps‘) but RTE player recommendations are twelve rails down this page in the second last position.

Virgin Media On-demand’

When a user exits Netflix, the Horizon set top box switches to Virgin Media’s flagship channel Virgin Media One. This is three 
channels away from where Netflix is presently located in the EPG.

Netflix to Virgin One
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Virgin Media has launched the new set-top box – the Virgin Media 360 Box. The opening user interface recom-
mends channels to the viewers. It also encourages members of the household to create profiles to filter their 
content selection.

Virgin TV 360

Apple TV - The Device

RTÉ Player has the first position on the home page of the Apple TV App Store.

Apple TV the Device

RTÉ’s position in this rail carries over into the phone environment, but there the ’What to Watch’ rail is further into the user 
experience, under games, social media and photo editing apps (etc.)

Apple Phone
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Apple TV - the app (AppleTV+)

RTÉ Player does not have a position within Apple’s subscription service, AppleTV Universal Search has launched 
with the AppleTV+ app in Ireland for subscription-based video applications. Video applications integrated with 
the Apple TV app are called channels. Universal search is content-driven, e.g. searching for “Mr. Mercedes” re-
turns the content and funnels users to subscribe to the channel where content is available within both iTunes 
and an AppleTV+ Channel, both options are given. (e.g. “Rent or Buy” - iTunes. Try MUBI Free - brings users to 
the MUBI channel). RTÉ Player content is currently not integrated into Universal Search.

Apple + and Universal Search

Samsung

RTÉ Player is available on the recommended Apps rail on the majority of Samsung connected televisions. However as large 
international services, such as Apple +, have launched RTÉ Player has moved further to the right. TG4 is currently not pro-
moted on this rail. 

Samsung Home UI


